AGENDA
PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE
January 25, 2021 @ 4:00 PM
Next Meeting: February 22, 2021 @ 4:00 PM
City of Palms
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OSCAR M. CORBIN, JR. CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2200 SECOND STREET
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

For full agenda Packet, please contact the City Clerk’s Office 239-321-7035
Please complete a “Request to Speak” form if you plan to address the Public Art
Committee and submit to the recording secretary prior to the start of the meeting.
CALL TO ORDER
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag of the United
States of America
Roll Call
Public Comment
Regular Items
1.

Approval of December 15, 2020 Minutes

2.

Update on Bucks Backyard Mural Project

3.

Update on Forum Call to Artist

4.

Update on Annual Plan for FY20-21

5.

Update on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard/Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard

6.

Centennial Park Art Pieces
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7.

Purchase Order for Annual Conservation of
Conserved Artworks

8.

Stacked Brands

9.

Adopt A Sculpture Legal Advice

10.

Discussion of 5 Year Master Plan

11.

Upcoming Public Art Committee meeting on
Monday, February 22, 2021
Adjourn

If a person decides to appeal any decision made by Public Art Committee with respect to
any matter considered at such meeting or hearing, he or she will need a record of the
proceedings, and that, for such purpose, he or she may need to ensure that a verbatim
record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence
upon which the appeal is to be based.
Special Requirements: If you require special aid or services as addressed in the Americans
with Disabilities Act, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (239) 321-7035 or for the
hearing impaired, TDD telephone number (239) 332-2541.
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MINUTES – PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE
December 15, 2020
1|Page
The Public Art Committee of the City of Fort Myers, Florida, met on Tuesday, December
15, 2020 at 3:00 p.m. Present were: Carolyn Gora, Chair, presiding, Committee
Members, Betty Adams, David Meo, Leila Mesdaghi, Bettye Middlebrooks, Ava Roeder
and William Taylor. Also present were Tom Hall, Art Consultant, Grant W. Alley, City
Attorney, Liston Bochette III, Council Person Ward Four, J.B. Schuetz, Parks &
Beautification Manager, and Gwen Carlisle, City Clerk. Absent: Sharon McAllister.
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Gora called the meeting to order at 3:08 p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO FLAG
Chair Gora led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
ROLL CALL
Roll call was taken by Ms. Carlisle. Alternate Committee Member Patricia Collins
arrived to the meeting at 3.14 p.m.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Chair Gora asked if anyone from the public would like to speak, seeing none, Chair
Gora moved to regular items on the agenda.
OATH OF OFFICE
Gwen Carlisle, City Clerk administered the Oath of Office to William Taylor and Leila
Mesdaghi.
REGULAR ITEMS
1. Minutes of the November 17, 2020 Public Art Committee meeting
MOTION: Committee Member Adams moved to approve the minutes of the
November 17, 2020 Public Art Committee meeting; seconded by Committee
Member Taylor; motion carried 7-0.
2. Update on Forum Call to Artist
Mr. Tom Hall, Art Consultant provided a synopsis of the Forum Call to Artist. Mr. Hall
informed that the Public Art Committee has had money in its reserve account for a
dedicated piece to be installed at the Forum where the City of Ft Myers is building a new
park. There is a designated spot for the art piece at the end of the circular drive parking
lot next to the pickleball courts and the picnic areas at the corner of Champion and
Warrior way. Mr. Hall announced, that The Call to Artist went out and a copy was
submitted to FAPAP and it should make an appearance in their monthly newsletter at
the beginning of January. Copy’s for a Call to Artists were also sent to all the local art
agencies: Alliance for the arts, Center for the Arts, Bonita Springs, Naples Art and to
media outlets as well, with hopes of receiving RFQ’s in advance of the next meeting. Mr.
Hall reviewed the process: Once all the RFQ’s are received they will be presented to the
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committee and to go through and narrow them down to the three finalists. The finalists
will be invited to a Public Art meeting in order to present their plans. The public will be
invited to that meeting particularly stakeholders in Ward six and after those
presentations, the committee will select a winner who will be commissioned to do the
public art piece. The committee discussed wanting to see some kind of kinetic element
(maybe light) to the art piece in the public art proposal.
William Taylor, Committee Member inquired about the design and the layout of where
the Public Art is going. Mr. J.B. Schuetz, Parks and Beautification Manager confirmed
the specs and details of its suggested location. Mr. Taylor added wanting to see it in the
park and not part of the parking area. Mr. Schuetz stated that they are not totally done
with the design of the project and it is up for discussion if there is a preference that this
committee would like to advise we can see what we can do. The committee discussed
the accessibility, visibility, scale and conduciveness of the artwork to the space. Chair
Gora included that the artist is going to have to come up with these details. Mr. Hall
added, the Forum is where we are going to create our Ward six Art Hub. Three of the
modernist Carmona sculptures are going to be located there with the possibility to work
the four together, so that they complement each other. Mr. Hall reiterated this is the
proposed spot where the design engineers would like to see the artwork, but it can be
reevaluated whether the site they selected would be the most conducive, so we are really
at a good stage in the design phase. Mr. Schuetz suggested, they mull on it till the next
meeting and have some other options. Mr. Schuetz added, if the piece was thought to
be more interactive and you have different alternatives, we can easily place a shade tree
there. Ms. Ava Roeder, Committee Member stated that they had already decided that
the playground is going to be active enough and to have something else there is
excessive. Mr. Hall mentioned The Call to Artist went out to Donna Lovejoy, Assistant
Director of Public Works with a request that she put it on Café, but it is out to all media
outlets and the problem may resolve itself, because The Call to Artists imposes a
midnight deadline on January 14th, but worst case we should be able to determine if
that is an appropriate site by the February meeting. It was concluded that there are still
options and the appropriate time to raise the issue might be before the finalist are asked
to make concrete proposals. Mr. Hall asked the committee if they would agree, to have
the artist consider alternative sites and we identified alternative sites the appropriate
time might be at the point when we have chosen our finalist and before they prepare
their concrete proposals. Committee Members Mr. David Meo, Ms. Ava Roeder and Mr.
William Taylor agreed. Mr. Schuetz said that he can send a larger engineered drawing,
so they could see things more legible. However, several Committee Members agreed that
the piece would command a lot of visibility in its proposed location by the pickleball
courts.
3. Update on Annual Plan for FY20-21
Mr. Hall moved into discussion about the Annual Plan. The committee approved the
annual plan for submission to City Council. Subject to the addition of a section, that
when City Council appoint any replacements that the person appointed either live in
that ward, work in that ward, or own property in that ward, so that each ward be
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represented directly. Two things that are needed, one is a budget and Ms. Lovejoy has
been requested to provide that. Once the budget is completed it needs to be green
sheeted for formal presentation and approved by City Council. Ms. Roeder asked, if there
are any projects CIP’s recently that might qualify for a person for art to go into our
budget. Mr. Hall replied, he did not have the answer to that question, but confirmed Ms.
Lovejoy was asked that question when she prepared the annual budget for the 20192020 annual plan. He added that, one of the draw backs being addressed under the
Master Plan, is not having any control and not even being advised, so it is hard to plan
what we can do monetarily, because we are not getting that information. We’ve asked
Ms. Lovejoy, if the Public Art Committee has the $ 17,750 budgeted to effectuate the
plan of maintenance on the six pieces of artwork that Rosa Lowinger and Associates
conserved in 2018 and provided an annual maintenance plan of those pieces which have
been incorporated into the maintenance manuals for those works, but the work is really
beyond city staff’s expertise or ability to provide. There has been no annual maintenance
and that is a critical issue and the work needs to get scheduled. Secondly, when City
Council purchased the Carmona Sculptures in August of 2018, it was done so with the
caveat that the Public Art Committee find a way to move some of those sculptures into
the other wards, so that everyone could enjoy the Public Artwork. We have designated
where those sculptures are going to go. The one missing link in our recommendation is
if we have the money to be able to effectuate the Art Hub plan. Mr. Hall informed the
Committee Members based on Flint and Doyle estimates for concreate pads, footers and
hurricane strapping it would be around $25,000 for the Corten Steel Carmona
Sculptures to be moved with their bases intact to a qualified pad if not placed on a
concrete area and that it is for all 23 sculptures except two. Mr. Hall continued some of
the sculptures will require $300-$400 from Flint and Doyle, others will be more like
$800-$900 depending on the size and the weight, but manpower was not budgeted for
forming and pouring the pads, which hopefully Public Works can provide that
manpower. If not, more than the $25,000 will be needed. Mr. Taylor was interested in
viewing where the sculptors are going to go. Mr. Hall confirmed that there is a power
point presentation that he can send to Mr. Taylor and Ms. Mesdaghi to get them up to
speed. The next step provides recommendations to city council.
4. Discussion of Five-Year Master Plan
Mr. Hall discussed the Five-Year Master Plan including the proposal of Adopt a
Sculpture, expanding Otocast and solving the biggest challenge the committee has with
funding. Mr. Hall explained the lack of funds to do the general maintenance and if
there’s a better way to obtain funding, so that’s why the Adopt a Sculpture plan was
proposed. Mr. Hall recapped how the Public Art Committee receives their funding,
highlighted the mission statement of the Public Art Committee and the benefit of public
art to promote tourism. Mr. Hall conveyed the importance of the mobile phone App
Otocast and with the committees’ indulgence to expand Otocast not only to include the
Carmona Sculptures, but whether to include on Otocast some other historic structures.
Chair Gora agreed that it was a fabulous idea, saying it adds more to the allure of our
city. Grant Alley, City Attorney added, the Historic Preservation Commission would be
interested in some collaborative effort on promoting historic contributing structures.
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Ms. Roeder added it to be a great idea not only with Otocast, suggesting that when you
go to another city you look if there are any tours adding, the city is ready for a tour. Mr.
Hall realigns the discussion about the purpose to adding the historic structures to
Otocast is for cross marketing or cross promotion and that it is relatively inexpensive
and if one of our goals through Public Art is to advance tourism that might be a platform
that we can utilize. Chair Gora included a possible collaboration to find funding for it
where it doesn’t all come from the City. Mr. Hall replied, The Visitor and Convention
Bureau suggested that there may be a grant available. Mr. Hall explained the funding
procedure, highlighting that the language in the ordinance as an issue and the Public
Art Committee not being given an opportunity to speak with developers and having an
opportunity to lobby or advocate for art. The Public Art committee would like the City
Council to consider giving them a larger roll and the Committee Members agreed they
just don’t have the advocacy that they used to at the upper level. Mr. Hall expressed the
incentives, benefits and arguments that can be made to private developers, but not even
getting the chance to and to include adding provisions in the Master Plan which
identifies funding as a major issue. Mr. Taylor highlighted the set cost that Parks and
Recreation are absorbing and that may be another angle to take showing what they pay
anyways. Mr. Alley expressed, The Mayor and the City Councils understanding of the
Importance for Public Arts which is why they created and empowered the Public Art
Committee. He recollected the funding history, the need for more collaboration for
fundraising and inclusion of historic building and art. Mr. Hall, added that the
committee recognizes the City’s commitment such as spending $180,000 to conserve
six artworks, with their goal to not put the City in that position again. Ms. Roeder asked
how to go about creating a subcommittee to come up with ideas of collaboration and
funding and present them to the committee? Mr. Alley instructed the step by step
procedure to make a subcommittee. Chair Gora said, they need to figure out what kind
of subcommittee they want to have. Mr. Alley elaborated further on the sunshine law.
Chair Gora reaffirmed that the subcommittee does not have to be related to anyone in
the City. Mr. Alley verifies the ordinance of the Public Art Committees authority.
Mr. Liston Bochette III, Council Person Ward Four informed the importance of
maintenance. Mr. Bochette added with the guidance from the City Attorney in terms of
legal requirements and legal parameters to decide what incentives the city is comfortable
offering as a reward to people who would want to adopt a piece with a plaque at the
sculptor, on a wall or on social media would be a great way to recognize those people
who are willing to stand up and get involved.
5. Update on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard/Veronica S. Shoemaker
Boulevard
J.B. Schuetz announced he is preparing a meeting to discuss what the vision is for the
community for the Art piece at Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and Veronica S.
Shoemaker. Mr. Antoine Williams, Assistant Director of the Fort Myers Redevelopment
Agency had no new information aside from eagerness to begin and that dates are set for
public engagement. Mr. Williams informed the Public Art Committee of their TIF
program criteria of out of the box incentive for developers to leverage to introduce a new
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concept if they are interested. Mr. Schuetz announced the turning of dirt on MLK
beginning on January 19th, 2021. He included that the landscape project work was done
by Dave Jones and Associates to renovate the first three islands coming out of the city
and the first three islands going into the city and upon completion of these first two
phases the rest of the medians will be finished.
6.

Centennial Park Art Pieces

Mr. Schuetz presented to the committee the proposed movement suggested by the
engineers of the Second Massachusetts Regiment, The World War Two Monument and
the Centennial Park sign with The Turtle Chase in Centennial Park. Uncommon Friends
would remain in the same place. He continued that the Beautification Advisory Board
approved the removal of the shade trees around Uncommon Friends, due to the high
maintenance, but they will be adding 78 palms and trees that will filter throughout.
Chair Gora confirmed the map looks good. Mr. Schuetz continued that they finalized
Wright Construction at the last council meeting; Engineering is still working with Wright
and Johnson Engineering to finalize the permitting, the final plan and hopefully by next
summer be complete. On the West side of the property a new irrigation system is being
installed and we are working in conjunction with Florida Power and Light with solar
power structures to generate electricity for the park. Mr. Hall inquired about the
disassembly and reassembly of the civil war monument and if Rosa Lowinger will be
needed? Mr. Schuetz is going to discuss that with Engineering and come back with an
answer at the next meeting.
7. Report on Replacement of Parallel Park
Mr. Hall reported on the problem and alternative options for the parking garage Parallel
Park Panels including the possibilities of removing, replacing or reengineering the panels
to aluminum murals of either paint, light and/or silhouettes. Mr. Hall stated, Sheri
Shifrin from the Fort Myers Mural Society came up with a similar product to the Kevlar
panels that were used on the Art Panels, but you’re still having to look at replacing the
Panels every 10-15 years. They can replace them with aluminum panels with design
elements in it, but they are investigating whether the existing superstructure is strong
enough to be able to hold the weight of aluminum. We would apply art to the aluminum,
that can be done with automotive paints and epoxy that will give the possibility of giving
them a 30-year useful life, but there is still maintenance to renew the finish, so there is
a possibility they can use light in some way in order to create art, but not have the
maintenance problems. Mr. Hall presented a slide show to give ideas of the possibilities
and enhance the knowledge of Projection Mapping and LED lighting to create an art
piece using light that doesn’t require the maintenance like Parallel Park required. The
county will determine how they want to proceed. Mr. Meo suggested lighting the existing
fabric that is already up with the lighting of the original art, but it was mentioned that
the problem is in the daytime and the existing condition of the fabric is faded, but Mr.
Meo’s idea will be conveyed. Mr. Hall continued whatever is decided they have to come
back in front of our committee and receive our blessing. Mr. Hall recollected that when
Chair Gora and he went to Mayor Anderson, the first thing that the Mayor pointed out
was the deplorable state of the Parallel Park panels and he was hoping that there was
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something that could be done about those. Chair Gora was enthusiastic incorporating
light with parallel park, and that it would be perfect with Edison and to possibly be
another city of light.
Mr. Hall added the Call to Artist was sent to Ya LaFord, she might be someone to
consider. She is the artist doing the two light sculptures for the City Walk project.
8. Upcoming Public Art Committee meeting Monday January 25 th and Monday
February 22nd
Chair Gora addressed the next meeting conflicting with Martin Luther King Day, as well
as the February meeting conflicting with Presidents Day. The available option agreed
upon was January 25th at 4:00 p.m. and February 22nd at 4:00 p.m.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Kevin Anderson, Mayor of Fort Myers wished everyone a very joyous holiday towards the
end of the meeting and hoped for happiness and success to everyone.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, it was moved by Committee Member Meo; seconded by
Committee Member Middlebrook; to adjourn the meeting at 5:02 p.m.
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